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 # ^ManualLink link Manual # ^Compile xcc -c # ^IndependentlyChangeOutput xcc -o $* $(CPPFLAGS) $(CFLAGS)
$(XCCFLAGS) $(CFLAGS_TEMP) # ^UseOutputFile echo In $* # ^UsingPreviouslyCompiledFile # ^Command xcc -o $*

$(CPPFLAGS) $(CFLAGS) $(XCCFLAGS) $(CFLAGS_TEMP) $(LDFLAGS) $(OTHER_XCFLAGS) -version #
^CompletedRc echo xcrun actool --tool $* -o $* exit 0 Our Values The St. Anthony of Padua school is committed to the

following values that govern our school and school environment: Faith Faith is the key to everything we do. Acknowledging and
applying God’s will in all situations is the means by which a school community is united. We value the practice of Catholic

moral and religious instruction and encourage students to make this an integral part of their lives. Scholarship Students will have
the opportunity to achieve their academic goals through the application of their intellect, thoughtfulness, and industry. They will
work hard to achieve their potential in a safe, caring, supportive environment where they can excel. Diversity We believe that
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every child is unique and should be educated in a setting that supports each child’s individual needs. Schools should be places of
support, where diverse and complex issues can be discussed and examined. All school and classroom policies and practices

should take into account the unique needs of each student. Technology Technology provides us with many benefits, but it also
has its own costs. We believe that all students have a right to use technology responsibly and safely. It should be used for

learning, not entertainment. Servant Leadership A school community that places individuals in leadership roles based on their
unique characteristics will enable them to contribute their skills and talents to the overall growth and development of students.

Our values are reflected in the work of each member of our school community. We are committed to a safe, healthy, and caring
environment that strives to enable all members to reach 82157476af
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